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Latinos por Hillary:

Join her: Add your name today.
Es increíble that the leading candidate of the Republican Party has been irresponsibly campaigning, using unfounded and insulting accusations against the Latino community to win votes.

We cannot let hate and discrimination determine the outcome of this election. We owe it to the hard-working Latinos that came before us, to ourselves, and to our children, to show the people who unfairly label us as criminals and speak down to us that our community is strong, meaningful, and incredibly powerful.

We are one of the largest, youngest, and fastest-growing groups in the United States of America. We deserve a candidate who respects the contributions we have made to this country and understands how important it is that our community continues to thrive, all while treating us con dignidad y respeto.

That's why today, I'm proud to help launch Latinos for Hillary.
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If you agree with me, join us. We cannot afford to be passive in this election. Talk or write to your family and friends -- let's be one loud voice imposible de ignorar.

Salma